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communicating the Dharma in the
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Calling all pioneers...

Inside...

The movement as we know it today was built

from the idealism and generosity of

previous generations of pioneers.

We’ve been able to meet the Dharma and

get involved with the Sangha because of

what they created. Much has been learned

along the way. Now we need a new generation

of pioneers for the movement to continue

to thrive and grow.

The Development Team would like to help

encourage a wave of new initiative and

enterprise, both Dharma groups, Right

Livelihood businesses, and even new

forms of team-based work such as social

enterprises. As            explains:

If you’re interested, or know anyone who

might be (Order Member, Mitra, or Friend)

please do get in touch with

Lokabandhu

lokabandhu[at]triratnadevelopment.org

We’re planning a series of monthly ‘team-

building’ and ‘skill-sharing’ weekends over

the autumn of 2012, probably in Birmingham,

to which

– and that may mean you! We’re

looking for men and women, old and young,

teams and individuals, from all across the

UK and beyond, who will actively come with

ideas to start up or develop something

as an expression of their involvement with

the Triratna Buddhist Community. It could

be as simple as a new local Dharma and

meditation group; or as complex and all-

involving as a new Team-Based Right

Livelihood business.

The aim is to help everyone take their

project from “nice idea, but...” to “we’re

ready, let’s go!”. The weekends will build

one on the other to lead people towards

that point.

Themes will include                       ,

and

.

These will be led by members of the

Development Team plus a range of experienced

Buddhist and business practitioners. We’re

envisaging quite a bit of each weekend being

spent in small themed groups where specific

ideas and plans can be explored in depth and

developed in detail - there’ll be

theoretical material of course but with a

strong emphasis on putting it into practice.

For instance, drawing up an actual budget

for the new project, creating publicity

material, and so on.

We plan to start in September and be monthly

until December. There’ll be a small charge

to cover expenses, and the Development Team

will be on hand inbetween the weekends to

help in any way they can...

ALL ENTREPRENEURS IN TRIRATNA ARE

INVITED

NEW

Developing your Vision

Finance and Fundraising      Ensuring it’s

spiritually sustainable

,

Young Triratna is growing..

Dharma transforming society

Publicity + designers’ forum

Money, war, sex, karma

Urban retreat feedback

Help with fundraising

Resources for teachers

Santavajri

and Claudine

Edwards in

front of

Lama's Pyjamas

(the second-

hand shop at

the LBC) which

made sales of

£73,000 and

gave away

£11,000 in its

first year of

trading
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International Urban Retreat - feedback & future

Vajragupta

In October last year we ran the second

‘International Urban Retreat’ and over 50

Centres took part (up from 40 in 2009).

In addition, we had several hundred people

participating on

(up from 100 doing a version on Facebook

two years earlier). We learnt a lot from

the feedback and are planning to further

develop the event in two years' time.

Some people far away from the rest of the

Triratna sangha – such as a group in South

Africa – loved the urban retreat. It

provided them with the resources to run

their own event, as well as a sense of

connection with our worldwide community.

For some established Centres who'd not run

urban retreats before – such as Cardiff and

Ipswich – it encouraged them to discover

the really successful urban retreat format

for themselves. Some Centres, such as the

London Buddhist Centre, have expanded the

concept of ‘urban retreat’ into a whole

week of events and activity, much of it

designed to bring new people into the

Centre. They have a few hundred people

registering for their urban retreat each

time.

A lot of people appreciated the theme of

and people

generally liked the            and the way

the event links Triratna Centres together.

However, there also seems to be a pattern

where, at Centres that have been running

Urban Retreats for a while, the numbers

drop off.  Perhaps the novelty wears off,

and also the format of diary and boxes to

fill in can become a bit clunky and

cumbersome for those whose practice is

already up and running.

So in 2013 we are going to be running the

event again, at Centres and online. We'll

provide two packs, designed so you can

adapt them – and run either or both of them

– for your local situation:

* – using

the catchy idea of ‘urban retreat’ to get

new people along to your centre and giving

them a taste of what it means to have a

Buddhist practice in everyday life

*

– Friends,

mitras and Order members intensifying their

practice for a week, with more of a

collective dimension.

The whole event will lead up to the full-

moon Sangha Day festival, so it can also be

a celebration of our community and include

some ritual that brings out an awareness of

the wider Triratna sangha. The dates will

be – do plan

this into your Centre’s programme!

Lastly, you can hear more about the

potential of the urban retreat at

an urban retreat for newcomers

an urban retreat for your sangha which

will be more practice-based

10th to 17th November 2013

sailing the worldly winds

metta wave

reviews feedback from the 2011

event and reveals plans for a more

"practice-based" format for the next one:

thebuddhistcentre.com

freebuddhistaudio.com/chairsmeeting

“This summer saw widespread rioting, looting

and arson. Five people died, at least 16

others were injured, and an estimated £200

million worth of property was damaged. The

riots have provoked widespread debates about

their causes. How can one respond? The LBC

wants to respond by cultivating the

opposite: this year's Urban Retreat.”

Quote from the London Buddhist Centre’s

Urban Retreat in 2011.

Next International Urban

Retreat: 10-17 November 2013

...plan the dates into your

Centre's diary!

Please note these talks are intended for use by Order

members and are password protected. You will need the

usual Order log-in and password to access them.



Young Triratna is

growing…

In 2008, the first event in a new project

to make Triratna more attractive to young

people attracted 25 people. 36 came in

2009, 60 in 2010, and the fourth event last

autumn was attended by 130 people in their

20s and 30s, including 20 Order members.

gives an update on where the

project is going next…

Singhamati

singhamati[at]gmail.com

In 2011 we have taken the project to

another level by forming a

of Order Members to guide the project and

a

at their centres.

The Young Persons’ Steering Group is made

up of Vajratara, Karunadhi, Vidyaruchi,

Jnanadhara, Vajrashura, Arthasiddhi,

Dharmashalin and me, along with support

and input from Lokabandhu from the

Development Team.

The aim of the Steering Group is to offer

kalyana mitrata, guidance, support and

inspiration to young people to encourage

them to live a wholehearted Buddhist life

within the Triratna Community. This

includes supporting the Facilitators’ kula,

as well as running a Facilitators’ kula

meeting and the national retreat together

each year.

The Facilitators’ kula is made up of young

Mitras and Order Members who are

facilitating activities for young people at

their local centre. In the UK we have

facilitators for most of our major centres.

In Europe we are contact with people from

Paris, Ghent and Essen.

The aim of the Facilitators’ kula is to

bring together young Facilitators so that

they can share ideas, support each other

and develop friendships with one another.

The Steering groups is there to guide the

Facilitators Kula, however as we don't have

regular contact with the facilitators, we

encourage them to be in good contact with

their centre teams for more frequent

support and guidance on the events that

they are running.

I'm already looking forward to the

.

Young persons’ activities are currently

open to those in their teens, 20s and 30s.

We regularly discuss what the upper age

limit should be and the pros and cons of

lowering the limit.

If you have any questions, feedback,

comments or concerns about the Young

Persons’ project or what is happening at

your centre for young people then please

contact me:

Steering Group

Kula of young Mitras who are facilitating

young persons’ activities

5th

Young Persons’ Retreat on 12-14 October

Film the best Dharma talks at your centre!

At present very few talks in the movement

(other than those filmed by Clear Vision)

are videoed, but there’s a huge opportunity

for people to encounter the Dharma in this

way.  Videos with tags such as Triratna or

FWBO automatically appear at

reports on the 2011 series of public

talks on Buddhism and the Big Questions that

were held at the Manchester Buddhist Centre: Details of the viewing statistics for

Munisha’s talk can be seen at the bottom of

the page at

videosangha.net

Munisha

vimeo.com/28347728

thebuddhistcentre.com

“My recent talk on

attracted about 40 people. A good-

sized audience, and more diverse than any

of the others in the series so far, but the

video... the video has been watched by 560

people in less than three weeks! My talk

was put on the MBC website and got picked

up and featured on

because it was a video, and video is THE

medium of the web these days.”

Buddhism, Sexuality and

Identity



Back in 2010, the Triratna European Chairs

Assembly set a series of priorities for

their work over the next three years.

Joint top of their list was the wish to

: their intention being

to bring back into focus the inseparability

of transforming self and world.

A team from EcoDharma set out from their

base high in the mountains of the Spanish

Pyrenees on a tour of UK Buddhist Centres

during November and December 2011, running

a total of 14 workshops exploring this

theme. They began by placing contemporary

Dharma practice in the social and

ecological context of our times, as

expressed in a phrase borrowed from

The Earth Charter: “

”

Having explored this premise they

then asked three questions:

(1)

(2)

(3)

comments:

The workshops helped to emphasise the

social relevance of what centres and

sanghas are already doing, which in many

cases proved to be considerable. They

also opened up space to explore the

opportunities and resources that exist

within local sanghas for yet more effective

engagement with the social and ecological

issues of our times.

The team will be developing web-based

material to support this work, and plan to

tour more Triratna Centres during 2012.

You can find out about other aspects of

their work at

They are also developing the Sila Network

which seeks to support institutions

throughout the Triratna Community to

exemplify ethical ideals, especially those

connected to ecological sustainability and

social justice issues. More info on this

fr

Re-emphasise the Power of Dharma to

Transform Society

We stand at a critical

moment in Earth’s history, a time when

humanity must choose its future. As the

world becomes increasingly interdependent

and fragile, the future at once holds

great peril and great promise.

What does this context mean for

contemporary Dharma practice?

In what way is Dharma practice

relevant to this situation?

How can sangha support a shift towards

a culture of compassion and awakening?

om

Guhyapati

www.ecodharma.com

silanetwork[at]ecodharma.com

“We were particularly

keen to look at the part the sangha can

play in social change. We live in a time

where the role of civil society has been

greatly reduced. Individuals often

experience a sense of disempowerment and

alienation in relation to overarching

national and international institutions and

corporations. Re-vitalising the power of

community meets many of our basic human

needs, such as offering a sense of shared

values and vision.”

Dharma transforming society

Money, war, sex, karma, Buddhism and YOU

London Buddhist Centre recently used this catchy title for their

open day, with talks exploring these forces that make up our lives.

reports:Vidyadaka “Hundreds of people came, some were definitely

there for specific events on the programme – some titles were obviously

attractive to them. The talk on sex was particularly well attended.”



Help with Fundraising & Dana

Sue Sušnik,

https://groups.google.com/group/triratna-

fundraisers

who works on fundraising and dana

for the Development Team, on the kula that is

now up and running…

The fundraiser's kula met in Birmingham in

December, with 9 Centres represented by a

total of 15 fundraisers. They practised

putting together a                 , and then

tried this out in pairs.

The kula meetings for 2012 will focus on key

concerns raised by the fundraisers, especially

encouraging and maintaining regular giving by

standing order and capital campaigns.

, again in Birmingham.

Please ensure that you, or a member of your

council or team, is registered with the

fundraisers kula Google Group at

case for support

Manchester and West London Buddhist Centres

ran                          in their urban

premises over Christmas – another development

of the ‘urban retreat’ idea. West London's ten

day ‘city retreat’ was mainly aimed at

existing sangha members, allowing them to dip

in and out of a continuous stream of practice.

Manchester Buddhist Centre's stayed open right

through Christmas and ran a series of day

retreats aimed more at those new to Buddhism.

They attracted a small, but very appreciative,

group of people who were able to go much

deeper than would normally happen on an

introductory course.

The next

kula day is 25th March

non-residential retreats

Resources for teachers:

Intro to Buddhism Course

Sagaraghosa

triratna-centre-support.org/

lightingtheflame/beginners-buddhism-sg

"The course was devised for people who may not

have learnt to meditate. In Cambridge, we

provide both meditation and the Buddhism course

as possible first courses for newcomers.

However, short led meditations are included in

the Buddhism course and can help to give a

flavour of what it is like to meditate as well

as helping the course to be grounded in

experience.

The aim of this Buddhism course is to introduce

people to the basic ideas of Buddhism in a way

that is transformative of people’s lives,

rather than emphasising doctrines to be

learned. In my experience, it is very easy to

spend the sessions talking a lot, so there is

an attempt to include several other activities

such as very short led meditations or

reflections, small group discussions and

experiential activities. There is also some

homework for each week, simply encouraging

people to reflect on their experience."

shares details of an Introduction

to Buddhism course which is run for complete

newcomers at the Cambridge Buddhist Centre…

Go to

for

course hand-outs, which are very good, with

maps and illustrations, as well as written

information. There are also teacher's notes.

Thank you to

Sagaraghosa for making them available.

Please note these resources are intended for

use by Order members. You will need the usual

Order password to access them.

This is the biggest Triratna Buddhist Community gathering of the year

(outside India), with the potential to inspire and unify hundreds

of Triratna practitioners. We want to make it a real success! To do

this,

.

* Please

– that will communicate a lot

about the value of the occasion.

* – people

who know how to create a sense of excitement, occasion, and bring

people together?

from your Centre to come on this event?

* Think about organising a minibus, and remember that it’s the

Queen’s Jubilee bank holiday weekend – so

!

we really need your help in promoting the event and creating a

buzz around it

make sure you and a group of leading Order members from

your Centre are coming on the event

Are there people in your sangha who are “connectors”

How about getting them to organise a big group

hire a minibus now,

as they may all book out soon

2012 Triratna International Retreat

Urban Solstice !

So far, we've got Dhammadinna, Kamalashila, and Ratnaguna giving talks, and the involvement of

a growing band of singers, musicians, and storytellers for the rituals. We're confident it

will be a wonderful event, and we’re hoping you’ll be part of it!

See                                      for more details.www.triratnainternationalretreat.org



Lokabandhu

www.lulu.com/spotlight/thebuddhistcentre

justgiving.com/bodhgayadhammateaching

Please share                    with the

teams that run your centre and that lead the

main classes and activities there. If anyone

has ideas or resources to share in the next

issue, please contact

Lighting the Flame

has recently produced print-on-

demand versions of:

*

, 750 pages hardback, £23.00

*

, 800 pages hardback, £23.50

*               (personal compilation by

Lokabandhu), 800 pages hardback, £23.50

*                                  , years

one to four, in four separate books

(                  )

You can order the books direct from Lulu,

the print-on-demand publisher, at

for

just the cost of printing + postage.

Lokabandhu asks that you make a donation

to the Triratna Bodh Gaya project at

This money will support Buddhavajra and

others to teach the Dharma to local (and

often disadvantaged) people living in the

region of Bodh Gaya.

Sangharakshita's lectures vol. 1 (lectures

1 to 100)

Sangharakshita's lectures vol. 2 (lectures

101 to present, including all recent

papers)

Puja Readings

Dharma Training Course for Mitras

jnanarakshita[at]triratnadevelopment.org

available in March

P.S.

and lastly...

Publicity + designers’ forum

Following the success of the day in October with Dhammarati for

Triratna designers, there will be another held in Birmingham on

. Contact

for more details and to book.

There’s also an              for Triratna designers. Please contact

if you’d like to join.

Thanks to the innovation of          , we can now provide

by adding your details, see

Saturday 24th March

online forum

pdf forms                     posters

you can adapt for your own use

jnanarakshita[at]triratnadevelopment.org

Jnanarakshita

triratna-centre-support.org/lightingtheflame/spring-2012

Mitra Course and Bhante's Lectures in book form…

A great idea from Saraha at the Birmingham

Buddhist Centre...

stands for ‘                        ’.

The idea is to have a series of excepts from

Bhante that are no more than a page long, so

they can be easily printed out and used to

lead study/discussion – for example on a

level 2 course, or a sangha night.

As        explains,

Each extract has the name and page number

of the book that it comes from, so it is

also promoting Bhante's books and giving

people an accessible introduction to his

teaching and writing. There are some

wonderful passages that Saraha has pulled

out: clear, concise, punchy, but also short,

accessible, and turning the Dharma into a

practical proposition. It is a simple, but

effective, way to prepare a class: pull out

a relevant quote, mull on it for a week,

and then share it with others…

Check them out at:

P.S. a Page of Sangharakshita

Saraha

triratna-centre-support.org/

lightingtheflame/ps

“The quotes are all long

enough to be substantial, but short enough

to be gone through line by line in one

evening. Each one is a self-contained

‘teaching’, with not much left out, but also

not much extra.”


